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Abstract
Cyber-physical systems (CPS) are networked, intelligent technical systems that interact with the
physical and digital world alike. Companies now increasingly face the challenge of rapidly and
consistently exploiting the emerging opportunities of this development. A prerequisite for this is a clear
picture of the current position of products, the target position and first concrete steps towards the target
projection. The contribution at hand shows an approach for the maturity model-based planning of cyberphysical systems in the machinery and plant engineering industry.
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1. Introduction
Due to the development of information and communication technology, products of the machinery and
plant engineering industry and related sectors move from mechatronic systems towards cyber-physical
systems (CPS). CPS are networked, intelligent technical systems that interact with the physical and digital
world alike (Geisberger and Broy, 2012). In industrial production, CPS are e.g. connected machines,
storage systems or equipment which exchange information, trigger actions and control themselves
autonomously. For the so-called fourth industrial revolution (Industry 4.0), a term which stands for a new
step of organizing and controlling the entire value chain, CPS are an important technological basis
(acatech, 2011). The change of industrial production affects manufacturing companies (lead market) as
well as providers of production technology (lead provider) like the mechanical engineering industry. Due
to the increasing permeation with information and communication technology (ICT), classical mechanical
engineering products (e.g. machine tools or food processing machines) develop from mechatronic systems
into cyber-physical systems. Companies now increasingly face the challenge of rapidly and consistently
exploiting the emerging opportunities of this development. A prerequisite for this is a clear picture of the
current position of products, the target position and first concrete steps towards the target projection.
The contribution at hand shows an approach for the maturity model-based planning of cyber-physical
systems in the machinery and plant engineering industry. The core of this approach is a maturity model
for CPS. It defines the characteristics of CPS for different maturity levels, describes their correlations,
and provides a systematic approach for the performance assessment and enhancement of their products.

2. Cyber-physical systems in the machinery and plant engineering industry
Cyber-Physical Systems are networked, intelligent technical systems that capture, process, and interpret
physical data, use services available worldwide, act directly on physical processes, and have multimodal
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human-machine-interfaces (Lee, 2008; Broy, 2010). The term CPS was coined by Gill in 2006,
describing the integration of software components ("cyber") into physical, biological or technical
systems ("physical") (Lee and Seshia, 2015). The reference architecture for cyber-physical systems in
Figure 1 illustrates the basic structure and the principal mode of action of CPS. Typically, CPS consist
of a basic physical system (e.g. mechanical structure). By using sensors, they are able to directly record
physical data and interact with actuators on physical processes. CPS provide information processing
to evaluate, store, and interact actively or reactively with the physical and digital world alike. Through
the communication system they can communicate with other systems, both wireless and wired, both
locally and globally. Furthermore, CPS use data and services available worldwide (Kagermann et al.,
2013). By means of a range of multimodal human-machine-interfaces (HMI) they are able to
communicate with users (Geisberger and Broy, 2012).

Figure 1. Reference architecture for cyber-physical systems (Westermann, 2017)
The ability to communicate and collaborate with other systems creates networked systems whose
functionality and performance exceeds that of the sum of individual systems. The system network is
able to flexibly change the roles of the individual systems and their networking as well as to adapt to
changing conditions. The networked system, which is increasingly acting in a global dimension, will no
longer be controllable exclusively through global governance, but rather, local strategies will need to
achieve good behavior on a global scale (Dumitrescu, 2011; Gausemeier et al., 2013).
Cyber-physical systems in production are e.g. networked machines, storage systems or equipment that
exchange information independently, initiate actions and control themselves independently. CPS creates socalled smart factories where people, machines, plants, logistics and products communicate and cooperate
with each other (Plattform Industrie 4.0, 2016). Beyond the networking of all processes within a company,
cross-company networking also takes place. All companies involved in value creation form a value network
that can flexibly adapt to changes in the market or in the supply chain (acatech, 2011). Industry 4.0 is the
term that describes these changes and CPS are the technical basis that will support their implementation.
Industry 4.0 affects both manufacturing companies and the equipment industry. German machine and
plant manufacturers are regarded as leading factory equipment suppliers and global technology leaders
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in production technology (Kagermann et al., 2013). In order to maintain or even expand their leadership
position, companies must take advantage of the rapid development of ICT and develop their products
into cyber-physical systems. However, not only the technical systems will change, but the entire market
performance of the companies. Whereas the range of services in the field of mechanical and plant
engineering traditionally consists of a combination of material and product-related services, CPS now
opens up considerable opportunities to further develop the historically evolved market services into
innovative product-service-systems (Emmrich et al., 2015). These potentials for change are based, for
example, on the storage and analysis of data, increasing intelligence and networking or digital customer
access (Bloching et al., 2015). For providers of CPS, services based on data (so-called digital services)
may become an important differentiator in the future as the actual machine will contribute less and less
to the generation of the overall solution (Emmrich et al., 2015).
However, the conversion of technical systems is not carried out ad-hoc and uniformly for all systems in
the same way. Rather, systems will change in the course of a step-by-step transformation, which will
gradually proceed across different performance levels. In doing so, the benefits, especially for new or
changed market services, are not only revealed with the highest degree of maturity, but also along all
levels of performance. In order to successfully develop their systems further, companies in the
mechanical and plant engineering industry need to address the following fields of action (see Figure 2):
1) Objective performance assessment of their systems; 2) Company-specific target definition; 3)
Systematic performance improvement.

Figure 2. Fields of action for performance evaluation and enhancement of CPS
(according to Westermann, 2017)
Using a maturity model is a promising approach to a structured performance improvement. Therefore,
the following chapter examines existing maturity models for their suitability for cyber-physical system
performance evaluation and enhancement.

3. Maturity models - status quo
Key elements of the improvement of objects are an objective evaluation of the performance and on this
basis a systematic performance improvement. This is exactly what maturity models are aiming for. In
recent decades, a large number of different maturity models with different objects of observation such as
processes or organizations have emerged (Akkasoglu, 2013). Prominent examples of maturity models are
QMMG, the EFQM Excellence model for quality management, CMMI and SPICE for product and
software development processes or PEMM for improving business processes. Depending on the objective
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of the maturity model, the aspect of performance evaluation and enhancement is different. Some maturity
models dispense with measures to increase performance and leave it in the assessment of performance.
Other models aim for benchmarking against in-house or external objects (de Bruin et al., 2005; Pöppelbuß
and Röglinger, 2011). The maturity models focus on different types of processes, but none focusses on
technical systems. In the recent past, various maturity models have been developed for various types of
technical systems (e.g. smart products or embedded devices). Examples of such models are the "5C
architecture for the implementation of CPS" according to Lee and Seshia (2015), The "Intelligent Object
Capability Levels" according to Pérez Hernández and Reiff-Marganiec (2014), the "Toolbox Industry 4.0
(Product)" according to Anderl and Fleischer (2015), "Descriptive features and characteristic features of
intelligent objects in production and logistics" according to Deindl (2013), "Abilities of intelligent,
networked systems" according to Porter and Heppelmann (2014), the "Industrie 4.0 readiness model"
according to Lichtblau et al. (2015), "The classification framework for embedded devices" according to
Diekmann and Hagenhoff (2006) or PTC's Connected Product Maturity Model (2015). However, none of
the mentioned maturity models addresses all the characteristics of cyber-physical systems. In addition,
there is a lack of help to determine a company's individual degree of maturity and to develop a concept for
increasing performance. Against this background, a maturity model for cyber-physical systems is required.

4. Approach for the maturity model-based planning of cyber-physical systems
The maturity model for cyber-physical systems is used to objectively evaluate the performance of
existing technical systems, to determine a company-specific target position and to systematically plan
an incremental performance improvement. To do this, it defines the characteristics of a CPS for different
maturity levels, describes their relationships and the development from low to high maturity. The CPS
maturity model is based on the intrinsic features of maturity models for performance evaluation and
enhancement according to Christiansen (2009) and consists of performance evaluation, target definition
and performance enhancement (see Figure 3). The individual areas contain different phases which
include aids and calculation rules. These ensure that the application of the maturity model leads to clear,
comparable and reproducible results.
The individual areas of the maturity model are illustrated below by the example of a separator. A
separator is an industrial centrifuge for mechanical separation of different phases with different
densities, e.g. solids from liquids. The application areas range from separation processes in the chemical
and pharmaceutical industry, oil and fat production, to the production of dairy products, beer, wine, fruit
and vegetable juices or the processing of mineral oil and petroleum products.

Figure 3. Structure of the maturity model for cyber-physical systems (Westermann, 2017)
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4.1. Performance evaluation
The area of performance evaluation serves to objectively assess the current performance of existing
technical systems. For this purpose, the two phases of system analysis and system evaluation must be
completed. As part of the system analysis, the object of observation is determined and examined. An
essential aid in system analysis is the so-called CPS-Canvas (see Figure 4).

Figure 4. CPS-Canvas for system analysis (Westermann, 2017)
It provides a framework for uniformly documenting the relevant characteristics of cyber-physical
systems. The individual fields are based on the components of the CPS reference architecture in Figure
1. By answering the questions, companies can analyse their system efficiently and present the results
transparently. Exemplary answers for the separator include e.g. vibration and turbidity sensors in the
field of sensors, drives and valves in the area of actuators, Industrial-PCs (IPC) for information
processing or touchscreens as human-machine-interfaces.
Subsequently, the system evaluation takes place. Two maturity level models serve this purpose, one at
the component level and one at the overall system level. The component maturity model defines several
action fields for every CPS component, with five performance levels each. Figure 5 shows an example
of the action elements for the communication system.
These include vertical integration, horizontal integration, connectivity, network connection, and
security. The maturity levels now indicate which characteristics each action field can assume. The higher
the performance level, the more highly developed the action element is. For example, the levels of
connectivity range from level 1 "No Interfaces" to level 5 "Wireless Communication". The separator
has the performance level 4 "Connectivity via Industrial Ethernet-Interfaces" in the action element of
connectivity but does not currently have wireless communication. The classification into the
performance levels is based on the CPS-Canvas. A consistency matrix checks a meaningful
classification by excluding inconsistent maturity levels. For example, the system may not have access
to the internet (network connection) if it has no interfaces (connectivity).
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Figure 5. Maturity levels for components at the example of the communication
system (Westermann, 2017)
In addition to the performance levels at the component level, the CPS maturity model provides a performance
level model for the overall system (see Figure 6). It defines five maturity levels for the performance of the
entire CPS. The skills range from the "Monitoring" level to the "Cooperation" level. At the first performance
level, the CPS is able to collect, process and store comprehensive physical data of the subsystem, the product
and the environment for tracing. With higher levels of performance, the capabilities of the CPS increase
until it is finally able to negotiate behavior with globally networked and cooperating systems, taking into
account the goals of the overall system. The maturity levels of the overall system are linked to the
performance levels of all CPS components, so that a component-level assessment automatically provides
information about the performance of the overall system. In the case of the separator, performance level 2
"communication and analysis" applies. Currently, the separator is partially networked with other systems
and able to analyse real-time data as well as historical data and to make these other systems available. An
independent interpretation of the data (performance level 3 "interpretation and services") is not yet possible.

Figure 6. Maturity levels for the overall system (Westermann, 2017)
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4.2. Target definition
The purpose of the target definition is the determination of a company-adequate target state for cyberphysical systems. The principle is not to strive for the highest possible maturity level, but to determine a
meaningful level for the company. For this purpose, initial improvement goals are determined in the first
phase improvement target definition. Improvement goals are concrete intentions pursued by a company
with the technical development of its products. Examples of such targets with respect to the separator are
e.g. "reduce scrap", "reduce downtime", "increase transparency", or "increase usability". As a support, the
CPS maturity model provides a catalogue of improvement goals that are commonly used in the literature
in the context of CPS. However, companies may also add their own improvement goals. After selecting
the improvement goals, a pairwise comparison of the improvement goals is carried out in a relevance
matrix by means of a relevance analysis. The main question is: "Is the improvement goal i (line) more
important than the improvement goal j (column)?". From the evaluations of the relevance matrix stems the
relevance sum (row sum), out of which a sequence of relevance can be formed. The ascertained order
additionally calculates a so-called rank index that ranges between 1 and 2. This means that improvement
goals with a high relevance are taken into greater consideration, but are not overrated. On the other hand,
the low-relevance improvement goals are not undervalued or devalued [Bal04].
After selecting the improvement target, the target determination is made. In this phase a companyspecific maturity level per action field is defined by means of the tools target contribution matrix of the
action fields and target contribution matrix of the maturity levels. The target contribution matrix of the
action fields is based on the question: "How much does the action fields i (line) contribute to the
improvement goal j (column)?". The contribution can be scored with the numbers 0 to 3, where "0 = no
contribution" and "3 = strong contribution". The action field multi-modality, for example, has no target
contribution to the improvement goal "increase transparency", but a strong contribution to the goal
"user-friendliness increase". From the matrix results the width effect, the depth effect as well as the
target contribution index. The broad effect of an action field indicates the degree to which the action
field is influenced by the total of all improvement goals. The depth effect demonstrates how strongly an
action element affects the respective improvement goals. The width effect multiplied by the depth effect
yields the target contribution index, which states the extent to which the action element contributes to
the improvement goals (Balázová, 2004).
The target contribution matrix of the maturity levels now investigates how much the performance level
of an action field contributes to the improvement goals. Here the question can be answered with the
numbers 0 to 3 per performance level. After the initial filling, the matrix is cleaned up. For each
improvement goal, it is checked as of when a higher maturity level of an action field no longer has a
stronger contribution to an improvement goal. Thus, only the highest target contributions with the lowest
performance level per action field are considered. This is based on the conception that a higher
performance level should only be aimed for if it is associated with an increase in the target contribution.
The target effect can then be determined from the adjusted target contribution matrix of the performance
levels. This indicates how far a performance level affects an improvement goal. To account for the
relevance of the improvement goals, the weighted target effect is then formed by multiplying the entries
in the matrix by the rank indexes of the improvement goals. A ranking can hence be formed from the
weighted target effects. The maturity level with the highest weighted target effect represents the target
performance level for the action element. Figure 7 gives an overview of all calculation rules and assigns
them to the individual areas of the maturity model.

Figure 7. Overview of calculation rules
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4.3. Performance improvement
With the help of the performance improvement it is possible to bridge the gap between current performance
and the target maturity level. For this purpose, it is vital to detemine which action elements are addressed
in which order as well as to identify the action fields that have a high contribution to the improvement
goals and at the same time are strongly interlinked with other action fields. These action fields are highly
relevant for the performance of the considered system. In the course of the performance relevance
analysis, the mentioned sub-information is summarized into one statement. The already determined target
contribution index from the target contribution matrix of the action fields rates an action element's
contribution to the improvement goals. The (so far) missing statement about the networking of the action
elements among each other is brought about by an impact matrix of the action fields that takes both direct
and indirect influences into account. It answers the question "To what extent does the action element i
(line) influence the action field j (column)?".. The main result of the influence matrix is the so-called crosslinking index, which results from the multiplication of indirect and direct assets. This characteristic value
indicates how strongly an action field is interlinked with other action fields. The change of strongly
networked action fields is thus likely to have a strong influence on further action fields.
The results of the performance relevance analysis can now be mapped into the performance relevance
portfolio shown in Figure 8. The abscissa represents the target contribution index (normalized) and the
ordinate the cross-linking index (normalized). Therefore, already first statements about the prioritization
of the action fields can be made. Action elements with a high target contribution and a low cross-linking
index should be tackled immediately, since they have a high contribution to achieving the goals, but at
the same time little interaction with other action elements has to be taken into account. Action fields
with a high target contribution and a high cross-linking index need to be worked on long-term, as they
are highly relevant to the system's performance. Selected plot elements of the application example
separator are shown in Figure 8. The most important element of the action is the type of information
processing since it has both a high target contribution, as well as a high index of networking. Lower
priority is given to multimodality as an action element of the CPS component HMI.

Figure 8. Performance relevance portfolio for prioritization of action fields (Westermann, 2017)
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The performance relevance analysis is followed by the implementation planning where the prioritized
action elements are backed up with concrete solutions. It might, for example, be determined here which
technical solutions the type of information processing can be improved with. The technical solutions are
transformed into an implementation roadmap, which, depending on the prioritization of the action fields,
specifies a time sequence for the implementation of the technical solutions.

4.4. Tool-support
The web application CPS Maturity Assessment is the software-technical implementation of the
maturity model for CPS. It contains the tools and calculation rules and guides the user through the
individual areas and phases of the maturity model. All calculations are performed automatically and
inputs and analysis results are saved. Due to its implementation as a web application in the cloud, the
software can be run independent of location and device. The responsive web design makes it easy to use
with mobile devices such as tablet PCs or smartphones. State-of-the-art frameworks and libraries were
used in the design of the user interface to enable intuitive operation. Figure 9 shows the web application
as a workshop situation.

Figure 9. Web application CPS Maturity Assessment in a workshop situation
The user guidance of the software starts with the creation of an account by entering the user name and
password. The user can then create a new assessment, whereupon information about the system to be
viewed is requested (e. g. product name, product type). If the user wants to continue an assessment
that has already been processed, no further information on the object of the investigation is required.
User-based authentication ensures that only the assessments performed by the user are displayed.
After the system to be considered has been created, the area of performance evaluation begins with
the system evaluation phase. Here, the user evaluates the current performance of the system at
component level using the performance levels. All CPS components, action fields and performance
levels are described in the software according to context. Further explanatory documents are therefore
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not required. During the evaluation, the software automatically checks the plausibility of the entries
and warns the user of inconsistent entries. The software uses the information in the consistency matrix
for this purpose.
After completion of the performance evaluation, the user is automatically forwarded to the
improvement target selection phase of the target definition area. Here the user can select improvement
goals from a list or enter their own goals. The formulation and selection of the goals is prioritized by
means of the relevance matrix. Based on the performance evaluation and target definition, the
software now supports performance relevance analysis in the area of performance improvement. Here,
the user first fills in the influence matrix of the action fields. After automatic calculation of the
resulting networking indices, the software displays the performance relevance portfolio with the
relevant action elements.
The web application CPS Maturity Assessment enables a simple and economical application of the
maturity model for CPS. Analysis results are automatically documented and archived. This makes it
easier, among other things, to compare several systems or to monitor the progress of system
improvement by regularly implementing the maturity model.

5. Conclusion and outlook
Due to the increasing permeation of ICT, classical mechanical engineering products are changing from
mechatronic systems into cyber-physical systems. In order to maintain or even expand their position as
leading factory equipment suppliers and global technology leaders in production technology, German
mechanical and plant engineering companies must gradually develop their systems into CPS. Successful
object enhancement is based on a neutral assessment of the current performance that can be used to
systematically improve performance. Using a maturity model is a promising approach to structured
performance enhancement, but existing maturity models tend to target processes and organizations
rather than technical systems.
Against this background, a maturity model for cyber-physical systems was developed, which supports
companies in planning the gradual development of their products towards cyber-physical systems. The
maturity model includes the three main components performance evaluation, target definition and
performance improvement. The performance evaluation will provide an objective assessment of the
current performance of the system. During the target definition, a company-specific target maturity
level, which is based on concrete improvement goals, has to be determined. As part of the performance
improvement, the gradual improvement of the system is planned. The individual areas are subdivided
into different phases with aids and calculation rules, ensureing that the application of the maturity model
leads to clear, comparable and reproducible results. The maturity model was tested on the practical
example of a separator.
Currently the maturity model is used in further industrial projects. In addition, continuing research
results in tools that assign concrete implementation patterns to the individual performance levels. This
allows companies to quickly turn to proven solutions and thus accelerate their performance. In addition,
a software tool is created that maps the maturity model for CPS inside the computer and thus simplifies,
among other things, the comparison of different systems.
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